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Spot's First EasterSpot Goes ShoppingSpot's BalloonThe Metamorphosis (Legend Classics)Spot's First WalkSpot Goes to the
ParkWhere's Spot?Find Spot: Spot Gets SportySpot Goes to SchoolFind Spot at the MuseumHappy Birthday, SpotSpot's
Birthday PartySpot's Baby SisterSpot Bakes a CakeFind Spot at the ZooFind Spot at the Halloween PartySpot Goes to a
PartyWhere's Spot?Spot Goes on HolidaySpot's Christmas Song BookPet SematarySpot's Puzzle Fun!Where's Spot?Spot
Goes to the FarmTitan's Curse, The (Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book 3)Spot Goes to the ParkSpot Bakes a
CakeWhere's Spot?What's the Time, Spot?Spot Says GoodnightSpot's Birthday PartyFun with SpotSpotOh Dear!Spot Stays
OvernightSpot Visits His GrandparentsFind Spot at the StadiumMerry Christmas, Spot!Spot Goes to the CircusFind Spot at
the Wildlife Park

Spot's First Easter
At the park, Spot and his friends like to play ball. When Spot throws the ball too far, a new friend helps them get it back.

Spot Goes Shopping
A brightly coloured Spot adventure especially for young children. Join Spot as he welcomes a baby sister into the family.

Spot's Balloon
Play an exciting game of hide-and-seek with Spot at his first birthday party!

The Metamorphosis (Legend Classics)
Spot the dog goes to spend the day with his grandparents.

Spot's First Walk
Spot Goes to the Park
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Spot the puppy, his mother, and his animal friends have a fun-filled day playing in the park. Movable flaps conceal portions
of the illustrations and text.

Where's Spot?
It's time for a day out at the sports park to watch the games! Which sports will Spot see today? Join Spot and his friends as
they explore lots of different sports and enjoy all the fun of the games. This brand new Spot adventure is full of unexpected
lift-the-flap surprises and all the fun and humour that has made the original Where's Spot? a children's classic. A new series
based on the key elements of the original Spot lift-the-flap titles, with bold, simple design and unexpected humour.

Find Spot: Spot Gets Sporty
Spot brings along his special balloon to grandma's birthday party, but when the wind blows the balloon away, Spot and his
friends chase after it. On board pages.

Spot Goes to School
Spot has lots of fun at Christmas helping his mum Sally decorate the tree, make festive food and wrap lots of Christmas
presents in this large, shaped board book featuring bright and colourful illustrations.

Find Spot at the Museum
Spot Says Goodnight is a classic Spot book by Eric Hill This is colourful, brighter edition of the classic Spot lift-the-flap board
book Spot says Goodnight, which features rescans of Eric Hill's original artwork - perfect for toddlers and children learning
to read. It's time for bed but Spot has lots of "Goodnights" to say before he can settle down to sleep. LIft the flaps to join in
the bedtime fun. Praise for Spot: 'Spot is one of the essential experiences of childhood' Parents Magazine Eric Hill's Spot
picture books have sold over 50 million copies worldwide since Spot first appeared in 1980. A Range of Spot books for
children through from baby to pre-school are available from Penguin, including: Spot's Busy Day Sticker Book, Spot Loves
his Friends, Spot Goes to the Park, Spot Goes on Holiday and Spot's Fun-Time Colouring Book. Don't miss any of the other
Spot lift-the-flap classics: Spot's First Walk; Spot's Birthday Party; Spot's First Christmas; Spot Goes to School; Spot Goes on
Holiday; Spot Goes to the Circus; Spot Goes to the Farm; Spot's First Easter; Spot's Baby Sister; Spot Stays Overnight; Spot
Goes to the Park; Spot Goes to a Party; Spot Bakes a Cake; Spot Visits his Grandparents; Spot Can Count; Who's There,
Spot?; Spot Says Goodnight
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Happy Birthday, Spot
Spot stays overnight with his friend, Steve. He forgets to packone very important item, but luckily his mum saves the day
and night! Children can lift the flaps and see what Spot is up to.

Spot's Birthday Party
A family moves into a beautiful old home in rural Maine, not realizing the horror that awaits them from the pet cemetery
and Indian burial ground behind the house.

Spot's Baby Sister
Spot discovers all sorts of exciting new things when he goes on his very first walk. Another delightful lift-the-flap adventure
with Eric Hill's adorable Spot the dog.

Spot Bakes a Cake
It's his Dad's birthday, so Spot decides to surprise him by baking a cake. First he goes shopping for tasty ingredients then
he starts cooking in the kitchen - and things get a little messy!

Find Spot at the Zoo
Down on the farm, Spot goes in search of the new baby piglets and finds a basketful of kittens as well! Another fun lift-theflap adventure with Eric Hill's adorable Spot the dog.

Find Spot at the Halloween Party
For 25 years, children have been looking for Spot. Is he in the piano? Is he under the stairs? This special anniversary edition
of Where's Spot? will introduce Spot to a new generation of readers. All dressed up with a shiny silver cover, this perennial
favorite is likely to become a collector's item in addition to being a children's classic.

Spot Goes to a Party
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Russian formalism and Marxist criticism had a seismic impact on 20th-century literary theory and the shockwaves are still
felt today. First published in 1979, Tony Bennett's Formalism and Marxism created its own reverberations by offering a new
interpretation of the Formalists' achievements and demanding a new way forward in Marxist criticism. The author first
introduces and reviews the work of the Russian Formalists, a group of theorists who made an extraordinarily vital
contribution to literary criticism in the decade following the October Revolution of 1917. Placing the work of key figures in
context and addressing such issues as aesthetics, linguistics and the category of literature, form and function or literary
evolution, Bennett argues that the Formalists' concerns provided the basis for a radically historical approach to the study of
literature.

Where's Spot?
Spot Goes on Holiday is a classic Spot book by Eric Hill.This is a colourful, brighter edition of the classic Spot lift-the-flap
board book Spot Goes on Holiday, which features rescans of Eric Hill's original artwork - perfect for toddlers and children
learning to read. When Spot goes to the beach he finds all sorts of fun things to do and even makes a new friend.Praise for
Spot: 'Spot is one of the essential experiences of childhood' Parents MagazineEric Hill's Spot picture books have sold over
50 million copies worldwide since Spot first appeared in 1980.Don't miss any of the Spot lift-the-flap classics:Spot's First
Walk; Spot's Birthday Party; Spot's First Christmas; Spot Goes to School; Spot Goes on Holiday; Spot Goes to the Circus;
Spot Goes to the Farm; Spot's First Easter; Spot's Baby Sister; Spot Stays Overnight; Spot Goes to the Park; Spot Goes to a
Party; Spot Bakes a Cake; Spot Visits his Grandparents; Spot Can Count; Who's There, Spot?; Spot Says Goodnight

Spot Goes on Holiday
Spot goes on an exciting Easter hunt in this seasonal lift-the-flap tale by Eric Hill. The classic Spot story re-originated with
special cover finishes and rescanned artwork.

Spot's Christmas Song Book
Tell the time with Spot. Turn the clock hands to show when Spot does all the different things in his busy day-- from
breakfast to bedtime, with lots of fun in between!

Pet Sematary
A lift-the-flap adventure tells of Spot's first day in school with his teacher, Ms. Bear, and his classmates, Helen Hippo, Tom
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Alligator, and Steve Monkey. Reissue.

Spot's Puzzle Fun!
"'Oh Dear!' is young Buster's response each time that his search for eggs on his grandmother's farm is futile. The pattern is
the same throughout his search: he looks in the barn, or sty, or pond, where a flap can be lifted to reveal the animal that
lives there, making the sound associated with it".-- School Library Journal. Full color.

Where's Spot?
Celebrate Halloween with Spot in this spooky lift-the-flap board book! Join Spot and his friends as they dress up in spooky
costumes for a Halloween party. Halloween is an exciting first experience for little ones, and Spot can't wait for all of the
magic to begin - he loves Halloween! With bold, simple design, and plenty of humor, this brand new Spot adventure is full of
unexpected lift-the-flap surprises and all the fun that has made the original Where's Spot? a children's classic.

Spot Goes to the Farm
It's his Dad's birthday, so Spot decides to surprise him by baking a cake. First he goes shopping for tasty ingredients then
he starts cooking in the kitchen - and things get a little messy! Bigger, brighter paperback edition of a favourite lift-the-flap
adventure featuring Spot, who became an instant success with his first outing in the 1980 classic, Where's Spot? 'Spot is
one of the essential experiences of childhood.' Parents magazine

Titan's Curse, The (Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book 3)
Join the hunt to find lovable puppy, Spot, in Eric Hill's first ever lift-the-flap tale! Lift each flap to find all sorts of funny
animal surprises, before discovering where cheeky Spot has been hiding. The playful text is a wonderful spur to read and
respond together, and the hide-and-seek flaps encourage curiosity and interactivity.

Spot Goes to the Park
Join the hunt to find lovable puppy, Spot, in Eric Hill's first ever lift-the-flap tale! Lift each flap to find all sorts of funny
animal surprises, before discovering where cheeky Spot has been hiding. This is the perfect first book for little ones - the
playful text is a wonderful spur to read and respond together, and the hide-and-seek flaps encourage curiosity and
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interactivity. This is a special anniversary edition of this much-loved classic to celebrate 40 years since the first publication
of Where's Spot?.

Spot Bakes a Cake
Spot and his friends each have their favourite vehicle - a digger, a train, a car and a tractor. But with the chunky press-out
pieces in this super fun board book, the friends can share their friends' favourites and try something new. And there's a
colour matching game to play too! Press out the chunky puzzle pieces and fit them together to create lots of different
combinations - a book to read and to play!

Where's Spot?
Join Spot and his mum in a brand new story as they go on a shopping trip to the supermarket. Spot loves helping, and he
has lots of ideas for what they should buy. Shopping with Mum is lots of fun!

What's the Time, Spot?
Join Spot and his mom as they go to the stadium to watch the games in this charming lift-the-flap board book. Join Spot and
his mom at the stadium! A trip to the sports stadium is an exciting first experience for little ones, and Spot is no different from soccer to tennis to swimming, he loves trying something new. With bold, simple design, and plenty of humor, this new
Spot adventure is full of unexpected lift-the-flap surprises and all the fun that has made the original Where's Spot? a
children's classic.

Spot Says Goodnight
Spot, the classic character and beloved puppy, is back for another lift-the-flap adventure! After a funny mishap with a
dinosaur skeleton, Spot goes missing at the natural history museum. His friends search high and low, in some unexpected
places, before finding him at last. This Spot adventure is full of surprises with all the fun and humor that has made the
original Where's Spot? a children's classic.

Spot's Birthday Party
Everyone's favorite puppy takes a trip to the wildlife park in this lift-the-flap adventure! Spot is hiding somewhere at the
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wildlife park--lift the flaps to see if you can find him! Join Spot and his family as they explore the wildlife park and find lots of
new friends along the way. Meet zebras, giraffes, monkeys, penguins, and tigers as you search for the mischievous puppy!
This adventure is full of lift-the-flap surprises and all the fun and humor that has made the original Where's Spot? an
essential classic.

Fun with Spot
Spot is visiting the zoo! Which animals will he meet? Join Spot and his family as they explore the zoo and meet lots of new
animals along the way. Going to the zoo is an exciting first experience for toddlers, and Spot is no different - he loves
meeting the monkeys, penguins, and tigers! This brand new Spot adventure is full of unexpected lift-the-flap surprises and
all the fun and humour that has made the original Where's Spot? a children's classic. A new series based on the key
elements of the original Spot lift-the-flap titles, with bold, simple design and unexpected humour.

Spot
With more than 75 reusable stickers, young fans can join Spot and his friends as they play in the garden, build sand castles
at the beach, and go camping in the woods. Full color. Consumable.

Oh Dear!
Spot goes to a fancy dress birthday party - but where are all his friends? Lift the flaps and see who's hiding behind those
costumes!

Spot Stays Overnight
Spot has lost his ball at the circus. Where can it be?

Spot Visits His Grandparents
Part of the Legend Classics seriesAs Gregor Samsa awoke one morning from uneasy dreams he found himself transformed
in his bed into a gigantic insect.The Metamorphosis - the masterpiece of Franz Kafka - was first published in 1915 and is one
of the seminal works of fiction of the twentieth century. The novel is cited as a key influence for many of today’s leading
authors; as Auden wrote: "Kafka is important to us because his predicament is the predicament of modern man".Traveling
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salesman, Gregor Samsa, wakes to find himself transformed into a large, monstrous insect-like creature. The cause of
Gregor's transformation is never revealed, and as he attempts to adjust to his new condition he becomes a burden to his
parents and sister, who are repelled by the horrible, verminous creature Gregor has become.A harrowing, yet strangely
comic, meditation on human feelings of inadequacy, guilt, and isolation, The Metamorphosishas taken its place as one of
the most widely read and influential works of twentieth-century fiction.The Legend Classics series:Around the World in
Eighty DaysThe Adventures of Huckleberry FinnThe Importance of Being EarnestAlice's Adventures in WonderlandThe
MetamorphosisThe Railway ChildrenThe Hound of the BaskervillesFrankensteinWuthering HeightsThree Men in a BoatThe
Time MachineLittle WomenAnne of Green GablesThe Jungle BookThe Yellow Wallpaper and Other StoriesDraculaA Study in
ScarletLeaves of GrassThe Secret GardenThe War of the WorldsA Christmas CarolStrange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr
HydeHeart of DarknessThe Scarlet LetterThis Side of ParadiseOliver TwistThe Picture of Dorian GrayTreasure IslandThe Turn
of the ScrewThe Adventures of Tom SawyerEmmaThe TrialA Selection of Short Stories by Edgar Allen PoeGrimm Fairy Tales

Find Spot at the Stadium
Spot plays a lively game of hide-and-seek with the animals that come to his birthday party, in a lift-the-flap book. On board
pages.

Merry Christmas, Spot!
Very young children will love lifting the flaps and following the search for Spot in this special board book version of his first
and most famous adventure.

Spot Goes to the Circus
No Marketing Blurb

Find Spot at the Wildlife Park
When the goddess Artemis goes missing, she is believed to have been kidnapped. And now it's up to Percy and his friends
to find out what happened. Who is powerful enough to kidnap a goddess?
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